
The
Friends
Space
Creating  
meaningful 
connections

Bocci, SONOS, Diageo World Class, ZUMTOBEL, Siemens Home, &tradition, 
Dornbracht, Purmo, Bette, Aesop, Spolia, Marsano, Johann König Galerie, e15, 

KPM, Kvadrat, and Nuki.

Supported by:
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Friends Space
Glogauer Str. 2, 10999 Berlin, Germany
fvonf.com/friendsspace 



The Friends Space is situated in the heart of  
Berlin-Kreuzberg—a 350sqm design-driven 
space shaped by the friendships represented 
by our international publication, Freunde von 
Freunden.

The Friends Space loft can host everything from 
intimate dinners to larger events like workshops, 

receptions, and exhibitions. The modular archi-
tecture allows the venue to transform according 
to its user's needs, creating room for synergies 
between contemporary art, design, and forward 
thinking amongst our international network— 
always connected to real stories, events, and 
creative people.

THE FRIENDS SPACE

All events can
be customized with
different offerings
and add-ons. 
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THE VENUE

EVENT MANAGEMENT

ENTERTAINMENT

DESIGN / CONTENT PRODUCTION

We offer high-end interior design with further custom  
furniture settings available on request, exclusive lighting  
installations, an open kitchen format, catering (from  
flying buffet to elegant seated dinner), and a custom  
made modular bar supported by Diageo World Class.

We act as a full service event agency and provide 
customized services for each client including guest 
management, event styling, and staffing service. 
Our team consults clients from the initial seed idea 
to research, concept creation, and production.

Our extensive network of creatives, across all indus-
tries, can create memorable experiences for your 
event, such as live music & DJs, chefs for cooking 
events, world class bartenders for cocktails classes 
and tastings, performing artists, workshop leaders, 
and inspiring speakers. Our creative team can support you with a range  

of services including invitation design, visuals  
and graphics, social media content, photo and  
videography, and unique storytelling. 
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A 350sqm modular space in Kreuzberg

Organizing an event from the beginning until the end

Providing the right entertainers from various fields

Creating a design and online presence
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Stephanie von Behr 
Head of Events & Brand Partnerships
+49 151 708 544 99

Friends Space
Glogauer Str. 2, 10999 Berlin, Germany 
+49 30 278 794 90
fvonf.com/friendsspace

ABOUT FREUNDE VON FREUNDEN

Freunde von Freunden translates to “Friends 
of Friends” and that’s the guiding philosophy 
behind FvF. We are an international network of 
inspiring individuals from diverse creative and 
cultural backgrounds. Our website is a digital 
representation of a creative community brought 
together by a collective interest in art, urban  

living, food, mobility and design. While our 
foundation is our online platform, we also col-
laborate with likeminded brands and organi-
zations on creative projects such as dinners, 
concerts, publications, events, and video pro-
ductions.

Contact
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